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Simulink Model for PWM-Supplied Laminated
Magnetic Cores Including Hysteresis, Eddy-Current,

and Excess Losses
Paavo Rasilo , Member, IEEE, Wilmar Martinez , Member, IEEE, Keisuke Fujisaki, Senior Member, IEEE,

Jorma Kyyrä, Member, IEEE, and Alex Ruderman , Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—A new implementation of an iron-loss model for lam-
inated magnetic cores in the MATLAB/Simulink environment is
proposed in this paper. The model is based on numerically solv-
ing a one-dimensional diffusion problem for the eddy currents in
the core lamination and applying an accurate hysteresis model as
the constitutive law. An excess loss model is also considered. The
model is identified merely based on the catalog data provided by
the core material manufacturer. The implementation is validated
with analytical and finite-element models and experimentally in the
case of a toroidal inductor supplied from a GaN FET full-bridge
inverter with 5–500 kHz switching frequencies and a deadtime of
300 ns. Despite the simple identification, a good correspondence
is observed between the simulated and measured iron losses, the
average difference being 3.3% over the wide switching frequency
range. It is shown that accounting for the skin effect in the lam-
inations is significant, in order to correctly model the iron losses
at different switching frequencies. Some differences between the
measured and simulated results at high switching frequencies are
also discussed. The model is concluded to be applicable for de-
signing and analyzing laminated magnetic cores in combination
with power-electronics circuits. The Simulink models are openly
available.

Index Terms—Eddy currents, hysteresis, inductors, inverters,
pulsewidth modulation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

MAGNETIC components used in power-electronics appli-
cations are subject to complex flux-density waveforms

with high-frequency components, which give rise to power
losses. Novel low-loss materials such as nanocrystalline [1] and
amorphous alloys [2], and soft magnetic composites [3] have
been developed to keep the losses in reasonable limits despite
the rapidly increasing switching frequencies [4], [5]. However,
thin steel laminations still provide the most cost-efficient so-
lution for transformer cores [6], [7] and are also commonly
used in electrical machines [8], [9] supplied by power convert-
ers. Accurate core-loss models are needed for electromagnetic
and thermal design of magnetic components with high power
densities and energy-efficiencies.

Review of literature from the recent years gives the impres-
sion that loss calculation methods applied in the analysis and
design of magnetic components used in power-electronics appli-
cations are still majorly based on frequency-domain Steinmetz-
or Bertotti-type formulas [7], [10]–[13]. Identification of such
models typically requires a large amount of measurements as
well as empirical correction factors in order to tune the pa-
rameters to the waveforms and operating conditions under
consideration. For example, nonsinusoidal flux-density wave-
forms are accounted for by estimating an average frequency
over a closed excitation cycle [7], [10], and accounting for
dc bias would require measurement of additional correction
factors [11].

Some frequency-domain models are based on more theoret-
ical considerations, but often with overly simplifying assump-
tions. For example, in [14], eddy-current losses for each mag-
netic field strength harmonic were superposed assuming linear
magnetization properties. In [15], a frequency-domain equiva-
lent circuit approach was derived from the physical behavior of
the electromagnetic field in the core. However, also this model
assumes linear magnetic behavior and can only predict small-
signal behavior of the eddy-currents.

Time-domain approaches aim to provide general expressions
directly applicable with different excitation waveforms, but such
models are surprisingly rarely used in the field of power electron-
ics. Time-domain extensions of the Bertotti- and Steinmetz-type
eddy-current loss models coupled to hysteresis models were
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presented in [16]–[20]. In [21], the Jiles-Atherton-hysteresis
model was applied for loss prediction in a ferrite inductor.
Pulsewidth modulated (PWM) converter voltage quality and
its relation to the core losses were discussed in [22].

Starting from Maxwell equations, eddy-current losses in
laminated magnetic cores can be accurately calculated by nu-
merically solving a nonlinear one-dimensional (1-D) diffusion
equation for the magnetodynamic field [23]–[27]. If hystere-
sis losses are also of interest, a hysteresis model needs to be
used as a constitutive law, when the 1-D problem is solved.
A new history-dependent hysteresis model (HDHM) was de-
scribed by Zirka et al. in [28]. The model is easy to identify and
able to describe minor hysteresis loops, which is essential for
applications including power-electronic converters. So far the
model has been applied in circuit simulation tools for analyzing
single- and three-phase transformers mainly in low-frequency
applications and with sinusoidal supply voltages [29]–[33]. To
our experience, the model of [28] clearly overrides Preisach-
type hysteresis models [9] in its simpleness, computation speed,
and numerical stability, and thus seems promising for analyz-
ing devices with complex flux-density waveforms. Although
[28] proposes coupling the HDHM to a numerical 1-D eddy-
current model in core laminations, in the practical applications
mainly simplified dynamic eddy-current models tuned for grain-
oriented steels and sinusoidal excitations have been used for
the simulations [30], [32], [33]. It is not clear if such models
are suitable for applications including high-frequency switch-
ing harmonics. Numerical 1-D eddy-current models have been
coupled to hysteresis models and further to finite-element (FE)
solvers [25]–[27], but implementations of such models in cir-
cuit simulation tools for analyzing power converters have not
yet been reported in details.

In this paper, we combine the 1-D eddy-current loss model of
[24] and [25] to the hysteresis model of [28] and a time-domain
excess-loss model of [34], and describe how the resulting iron-
loss model can be implemented in the MATLAB / Simulink en-
vironment. The main advantage of a Simulink implementation
is the straightforward coupling to Simscape models, which al-
low simulating complex physical systems using a block diagram
approach. Simscape includes built-in components for switches
and converters and thus, the developed model offers a simple
tool for considering iron losses in the design and analysis of
magnetic cores coupled with switching devices. The developed
models can be identified directly from the magnetization curves
and material parameters typically given in manufacturer cata-
logs, making it easier to adopt the models for everyday design
purposes.

The developed model is compared to analytical and two-
dimensional (2-D) FE models and applied to replicate the mea-
surement conditions described in [35]. A laminated toroidal
core supplied from a GaN FET inverter is measured and sim-
ulated up to 500 kHz switching frequencies accounting for
the 300 ns deadtime used in the measurements. The simu-
lated and measured core losses are shown to match well, al-
though some differences at higher switching frequencies are also
pointed out.

TABLE I
SPECIFICATIONS OF THE TOROIDAL TEST INDUCTOR

Fig. 1. (a) Test inductor. (b) Schematic of the measurement setup.

II. MEASUREMENTS

A toroidal laminated-core inductor with primary and sec-
ondary windings is used as a test device. The measurement setup
is described in detail in [35]. The primary is supplied from a
full-bridge inverter with GaN FET switches. Specifications of
the test inductor are given in Table I. A picture of the test induc-
tor is shown in Fig. 1(a) and a schematic of the measurement
setup is shown in Fig. 1(b).

Magnetic field strength hs on the surface of the iron core
is calculated from the measured primary winding current i as
follows:

hs (t) =
N1

lFe
i (t) (1)

where N1 is the number of primary turns and lFe is the length
of the flux path. Average magnetic flux density in the core is
obtained by integrating the back-electromotive force u2 induced
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Fig. 2. Losses measured from the test inductor at 5 – 500 kHz switching fre-
quencies. The markers denote the six separate measurements for each switching
frequency. The lines are drawn through the average values. Results calculated
with (3) and (4) are shown.

into a secondary winding with N2 turns as follows:

b0 (t) =
1

N2AFe

∫
u2 (t) dt (2)

whereAFe is the cross-sectional area of the laminated core. The
core loss density per unit mass is obtained from the measured
dynamic b0(hs) loop, during one period of the fundamental
frequency f as follows:

ptot =
f

ρ

∫ 1/f

0
hs (t)

db0 (t)
dt

dt (3)

or alternatively from

ptot =
N1f

N2AFelFeρ

∫ 1/f

0
i (t)u2 (t) dt (4)

where ρ is the mass density.
The core losses in the inductor were measured at a fundamen-

tal frequency of f = 50 Hz and switching frequencies ranging
from fs = 5 to 500 kHz. A modulation index a = 0.5 was used,
and the dc-link voltage udc was adjusted so that a magnetic
flux-density amplitude of 1 T was obtained. Depending on the
switching frequency, the dc-link voltages varied around 15–16
V. For each switching frequency, six separate measurements
were taken. Although (3) and (4) are theoretically equivalent,
(3) easily suffers from numerical inaccuracies if the integration
in (2) and differentiation in (3) are not consistent with each other.
Indeed, Fig. 2 shows the variation of the measured core losses
calculated using both the equations. It is seen that the variation
in the losses calculated with (3) is significantly larger than the
variation in the losses calculated with (4). When comparing the
simulated and measured results in the latter sections, the losses
calculated with (4) are used.

Fig. 3. Problem setting for the 1-D eddy-current problem.

III. MODELS FOR THE LAMINATED CORE

A. Eddy-Current Loss Model

A model for describing eddy-current losses in a core lamina-
tion, with a thickness d and electrical conductivity σ, has been
developed in [24] and [25]. We describe the model in a rather
detailed manner in order to back up the Simulink implementa-
tion in the upcoming sections. For the considered nonoriented
grade 35H300, the material parameters obtained from the man-
ufacturer catalog [36] are presented in Table I.

The plane of the lamination is assumed to lie in the xy
plane, such that the thickness is placed along the z-direction:
z ∈ [−d/ 2, d/ 2] , see Fig. 3. Since only single-phase de-
vices without rotational magnetic fields are considered, the
magnetic flux density b(z, t) = b(z, t)ux and field strength
h(z, t) = h(z, t)ux are assumed to be fixed to the x-direction
and to depend only on the position z along the thickness. The
Gauss law ∇ · b = 0 is automatically satisfied, and the elec-
tromagnetic field is described by the Faraday’s law and the
(quasi-static) Ampere’s law as follows:

∇× e (z, t) = −∂b (z, t)
∂t

(5)

∇× h (z, t) = j (z, t) (6)

where e(z, t) = e(z, t)uy and j(z, t) = j(z, t)uy are the elec-
tric field strength and electric current density oriented perpen-
dicular to b and h. The width of the sheet is assumed to be
large as compared to the thickness, so that the return paths of
the currents at the edges can be neglected. Due to the fixed
directions, the field quantities can be handled only as scalar
quantities b, h, e, j, respectively. We assume that no net current
flows in the laminations and thus, due to symmetry reasons,
the magnetic field quantities are symmetric and the electric
field quantities are antisymmetric with respect to the middle
plane of the lamination: b(z, t) = b(−z, t), h(z, t) = h(−z, t),
e(z, t) = −e(−z, t), and j(z, t) = −j(−z, t).

The constitutive laws are

j = σe (7)

h = hhy (b) . (8)

Conductivity σ is assumed to be constant in the whole lami-
nation. Equation (8) denotes a hysteretic relationship between
the local fields h(z,t) and b(z,t). The hysteresis model, applied
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to describe the history-dependent function hhy, is explained in
Section III-B.

Combining (5)–(7) yields the following 1-D diffusion equa-
tion, which describes the penetration of the magnetic field into
the lamination in the presence of eddy currents

∂2h (z, t)
∂z2 = σ

∂b (z, t)
∂t

. (9)

Solving this equation together with (8) yields the magnetic flux
density and field distributions b(z,t) and h(z,t) from which the
hysteresis and eddy-current losses can be derived. Two kinds of
boundary conditions can be considered. Either the field strength
on the surface of the lamination hs(t) = h(± d

2 , t) or the average

flux density b0(t) = 1
d

∫ d/2
−d/2 b(z, t)dz can be assumed to be

known. hs corresponds to the current flowing in the windings
around the core according to (1), while b0 corresponds to the
time-integral of the back-electromotive force induced by the
flux in the core according to (2). A suitable boundary condition
can be chosen based on the application and the type of supply.

In a general nonlinear case, (9) needs to be solved numerically.
Accounting for the symmetry, we search for the solution of b(z,t)
as a truncated cosine series with n terms

b (z, t) =
n−1∑
i = 0

bi (t)αi (z) (10)

where αi(z) = cos(2πi zd ). Consistently to the notation in the
paragraph above, b0 represents the average flux density in the
sheet. Substituting (10) into (9) and integrating twice gives

h̃ (z, t) = hs (t) − σd2
n−1∑
i = 0

∂bi (t)
∂t

βi (z) (11)

where βi(z, t) are such that βi(± d
2 ) = 0 and αi(z) =

−d2 ∂ 2 βi (z )
∂z 2 . Together, b(z,t) in (10) and h̃(z, t) in (11) iden-

tically satisfy (9). However, when n is finite, the fields cannot
exactly satisfy the constitutive law (8), which is thus expressed
weakly with respect to the basis functions αi

1
d

∫ d/2

−d/2

[
h̃ (z, t) − hhy (b (z, t))

]
αi (z) dz = 0. (12)

Substituting (11) here, and letting i to vary from 0 to n – 1 yields
a system of n ordinary differential equations

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

hs (t)

0
...

0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

=
1
d

∫ d/2

−d/2
hhy (b (z, t))

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

α0 (z)

α1 (z)
...

αn−1 (z)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
dz

+ C
d

dt

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

b0 (t)

b1 (t)
...

bn−1 (t)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (13)

The elements of matrix C are given by

Cij = σd2 1
d

∫ d/2

−d/2
αi (z)βj (z) dz (14)

where the indexing is such that i, j = 0, . . . , n – 1. The values
are

Cij =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

σd2

12
, if i = j = 0

σd2

2π2(i+ j)2 , if i = j > 0

σd2(−1)(i+j+1)

4π2(i+ j)2 , if ij = 0 and i+ j > 0

0, otherwise

(15)

meaning that only the first row, first column, and the diagonal
are nonzero. Ifhs(t) is known, b0(t), . . . , bn–1(t) can be solved
from (13). On the other hand, if b0(t) is known, the solution of
(13) yields hs(t) and b1(t), . . . , bn–1(t).

If only the single term b0 in the flux-density expansion is
considered (meaning that n = 1), (13) reduces to

hs (t) = hhy (b0 (t)) +
σd2

12
db0 (t)
dt

(16)

which is usually called a low-frequency assumption for
eddy-currents. Using (16) means that the skin effect of the
eddy-currents in the core laminations is neglected, and the flux
density is constant along the thickness. The higher the value of
n in (13), the smaller skin depths can be accounted for.

B. Hysteresis and Excess Loss Models

The relationship between the local magnetic field strength
and flux density is hysteretic and denoted h(z, t) = hhy(b(z, t)),
where hhy is a function which preserves the history of its input
argument. The hysteretic behavior is modeled with the HDHM
described in detail in [28]. In brief, the HDHM approximates
the shape of the first order reversal curves (FORCs) based on the
shape of the major hysteresis loop. The model can be identified
from a single branch of the major loop (ascending branch h =
ha(b) or descending branch h = hd(b)) in a chosen interval
b ∈ [−bT , bT], where hysteresis is considered and a single-
valued curve hsv(b) is used when |b| > bT . Functions ha(b),
hd(b), and hsv(b) can be conveniently expressed as splines.

We identified the HDHM for Nippon 35H300 electrical steel
based on the magnetization curve found in the manufacturer
catalog [36]. The ascending major loop branch ha(b) was ex-
pressed as a linear spline with 101 nodes below bT = 1.5 T.
Fig. 4 shows the major loop digitized from [36], as well as
the modeled major loop and some FORCs and minor loops. The
single-valued curve ha(b) above bT = 1.5 T was expressed with
a linear spline with 100 nodes.

Following the approach presented in [34], the excess losses
are added as a rate-dependent contribution

hex (t) = cex

∣∣∣∣db0dt
∣∣∣∣
−0.5

db0
dt

(17)
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Fig. 4. Major hysteresis loop for Nippon 35H300 electrical steel digitized
from the manufacturer catalog as well as the major loop and a set of ascending
first-order reversal curves obtained from the history-dependent hysteresis model.
The inset shows some simulated minor loops.

to hs(t) in (13) or (16). An excess loss coefficient of cex =
0.314 W/m3(s/ T)1.5 was identified from the core-loss curve
found in the manufacturer catalog [36]. Details on the fitting of
the hysteresis and excess loss coefficients are discussed in the
Appendix.

C. Iron Losses

After the 1-D flux-density distribution in the lamination thick-
ness has been solved from (13), it can be used to derive the eddy
current and hysteresis loss-density distributions in the lamina-
tion. The instantaneous eddy-current loss density per unit mass
averaged over the lamination thickness is given by

pcl (t) =
1
ρ

(
db (t)
dt

)T

C
db (t)
dt

(18)

where the column vector b(t) contains the coefficients bi(t), i =
0, . . . , n – 1. The instantaneous magnetization power averaged
over the thickness is given by

phy (t) =
1
ρd

∫ d/2

−d/2
hhy (z, t)

∂b (z, t)
∂t

dz. (19)

The excess losses are obtained as

pex (t) =
cex

ρd

∫ d/2

−d/2

∣∣∣∣db0 (t)
dt

∣∣∣∣
1.5

dz. (20)

While pcl and pex are always greater than zero and represent
the instantaneous loss dissipation, phy contains both hysteresis
losses and reactive power and thus also obtains negative values.
Time-average losses are obtained by averaging pcl(t), phy(t),
and pex(t) over a closed cycle of magnetization. The total iron
loss is the sum of the averaged eddy-current, hysteresis, and
excess losses.

Fig. 5. Equivalent circuit of an inductor with an air gap and an iron core with
hysteresis, eddy-current, and excess losses.

IV. INDUCTOR MODEL IN SIMULINK

A. Voltage Equations

Although the test inductor does not have an air gap, we derive
the voltage equations in a general form so that an air gap can
also be considered, if needed. The toroidal inductor is modeled
with a simple reluctance network model. The voltage equation
of the test inductor can be written as follows:

u = Ri+ Lσ
di

dt
+
dψ

dt
(21)

where u is the primary voltage, i is the primary current, ψ is the
primary flux linkage, and R and Lσ are the primary resistance
and leakage inductance, respectively. The equivalent circuit is
shown in Fig. 5. The three current branches will be derived in
Section IV-B.

The current and flux linkages are related to the surface field
strength and the average flux density as follows:

i =
lFe

N1
hs +

δ

μ0N1

AFe

Aδ
b0 (22)

ψ = N1AFeb0 (23)

where lFe and δ are the lengths of the flux paths in the iron core
and the air gap, respectively, AFe and Aδ are the corresponding
cross-sectional areas through which the flux flows and μ0 is the
permeability of free space. Implementing the relationship of hs
and b0 through (13) allows eddy-current and hysteresis effects
to be accounted for in the circuit simulation of the inductor.

Equations (13), (16), (22), and (23) were implemented in
Simulink in order to simulate the toroid with PWM converter
supply similarly to the measurements. Separate Simulink mod-
els were implemented for the cases n = 0 and n > 0. The
implementation details are discussed next.

B. Model Without Skin Effect

Adding (17) to (16) and substituting the result in place of hs
in (22) yields

i =
δ

μ0N1

AFe

Aδ
b0 +

lFe

N1

(
hhy (b0) + cex

∣∣∣∣db0dt
∣∣∣∣
−0.5

db0
dt

)

+
lFe

N1

σd2

12
db0
dt

(24)

which means that the primary current is divided into three par-
allel branches (see Fig. 5): the first one corresponding to the
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magnetomotive force (mmf) or the air gap, the second one to
the mmf and excess loss of the iron core, and the last one to
the eddy-current loss. Solving b0 from (23) and substituting this
into (24) yields

i =
δ

μ0N 2
1Aδ︸ ︷︷ ︸

L−1
δ

ψ +
lFe

N1
hhy

(
ψ

N1AFe

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
ihy

+
lFecex√
N 3

1AFe

∣∣∣∣dψdt
∣∣∣∣
−0.5

dψ

dt︸ ︷︷ ︸
iex

+
(

lFe

N 2
1AFe

σd2

12

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
R – 1

Fe

dψ

dt
(25)

where the coefficient of the first term is the inverse of the air-gap
inductance Lδ , and the last term represents an eddy-current-loss
resistance placed in parallel with the magnetization branch. It is
observed that if cex �= 0, the excess-losses could be lumped into
the same resistance RFe, but this would become dependent on
the value of the rate-of-change of the flux linkage. We thus prefer
to consider the excess loss as an additional contribution to the
magnetization current along with ihy. Although the equivalent
circuit in Fig. 5 shows an inductance for the middle branch,
it is emphasized that the two middle terms of (25) cannot be
reasonably represented by an inductance, sinceψ/(ihy + iex) ∈
(−∞, ∞) due to the hysteretic and rate-dependent relationship.

The voltage equation (21) together with the flux-current re-
lationship (25) is implemented in MATLAB R2016b using
Simulink’s Simscape Power Systems environment.1 The im-
plementation is illustrated in Fig. 6(a) and some explanations
are given in Table II. The HDHM was implemented as a Fortran
code which was interfaced with the Simulink model through a
C-MEX Gateway function. Components R, Lδ , and RFe are im-
plemented as Simscape Power Systems Specialized Technology
blocks. The first two leftmost branches of Fig. 5 corresponding
to the magnetization current are implemented with a controlled
current source, whose value is calculated using the “HDHM”-
block and the excess-loss coefficient. The voltage between input
terminals 1 and 2 is equal to u.

C. Model With Skin Effect

Derivation of the model equations accounting for the skin
effect is slightly more complex. To simplify the notation, we
separate matrix C of (13) into four blocks as follows:

C =

[
C00 C0,1:

C1:,0 C1:,1:

]
. (26)

The notation means that, for example, C0,1: =
[C0,1 . . . C0,n–1 ]. The sizes of C0,1: , C1:,0 , and C1:,1:
are 1 × n – 1, n – 1 × 1, and n – 1 × n – 1, respectively.
Similar notations b1: and α1: are used to denote the higher
order flux-density components [b1 . . . bn–1 ]T and skin-effect
basis functions [α1 . . . αn–1 ]T .

Similarly to the Section IV-B, we start by solving hs from
the first row of (13), adding (17), and substituting the result into

1The models are available at https://github.com/prasilo/simulink-pwm-
inductor/tree/v1.0.

Fig. 6. Illustration of the Simulink implementations of the inductor model
(a) without and (b) with skin effect. Notation 〈�〉 denotes averaging over the
lamination thickness z ∈ [−d/2, d/2]. The gains are explained in Table II.
The paths producing hex result in algebraic loops.

(22), which yields

i =
ψ

Lδ
+
lFe

N1

1
d

∫ d/2

−d/2
hhyα0dz

+
lFe

N1
cex

∣∣∣∣db0dt
∣∣∣∣
−0.5

db0
dt

+
lFe

N1

(
C00

db0
dt

+ C0,1:
db1:

dt

)
. (27)

Next, we solve db1:/dt from the other rows of (13) as follows:

db1:

dt
= −C−1

1:,1:

(
1
d

∫ d/2

−d/2
hhyα1:dz + C1:,0

db0
dt

)
(28)
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TABLE II
EXPLANATIONS OF THE GAIN BLOCKS IN FIG. 6

and substitute these in (27)

i =
ψ

Lδ
+
lFe

N1

1
d

∫ d/2

−d/2
hhyα0dz − lFe

N1
C0,1:C

−1
1:,1:

× 1
d

∫ d/2

−d/2
hhyα1:dz +

lFe

N1
cex

∣∣∣∣db0dt
∣∣∣∣
−0.5

db0
dt

+
lFe

N1

(
C00 − C0,1:C

−1
1:,1:C1:,0

) db0
dt
. (29)

Finally, substituting b0 from (23) results in

i =
ψ

Lδ

+
lFe

N1

1
d

∫ d/2

−d/2
hhyα0dz − lFe

N1
C0,1:C

−1
1:,1:

1
d

∫ d/2

−d/2
hhyα1:dz

︸ ︷︷ ︸
ihy

+
lFecex√
N 3

1AFe

∣∣∣∣dψdt
∣∣∣∣
−0.5

dψ

dt︸ ︷︷ ︸
iex

+
lFe

N 2
1AFe

(
C00 − C0,1:C

−1
1:,1:C1:,0

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

RFe

dψ

dt
. (30)

It is seen that inclusion of the skin effect causes additional terms
in ihy as well as the eddy-current loss resistance RFe. In addi-
tion, since b(z,t) and thus hhy(b(z, t)) are not constant along the
lamination thickness, the integrations in (28) and (30) need to
be carried out numerically. This is done using a set of m Gauss
integration points zj and weights wj , j = 1, . . . , m. Functions
αi(z), i = 0, . . . , n – 1, b(z, t), and hhy(b(z, t)) are evaluated
in these Gauss points zj and the integrations in (28) and (30)
are obtained as the sum of the integrands weighted withwj . The
values of αi(zj ) are assembled into an m × n matrix A such
that Aji = αi(zj ), and the weights are assembled in a column
vector w. Simulink implementation of the voltage equation (21)

Fig. 7. Problem setting for the axisymmetric FE problem.

together with (28) and (30) is demonstrated in Fig. 6(b) and
Table II. Inclusion of the excess losses makes (25) and (30) im-
plicit with respect to dψ/dt, which causes algebraic loops to the
simulation model. This might slow down the simulation or cause
convergence problems in some cases. However, in the simula-
tions considered in this paper, no problems were observed.

V. AXISYMMETRIC FE MODEL

An axisymmetric 2-D FE model for a single lamination is
also developed in order to verify that the 1-D approaches de-
scribed in Sections III and IV are valid for the considered
toroidal inductor. Fig. 7 shows the geometry in a cylindri-
cal rφz-coordinate system, z being the symmetry axis. Capi-
tal letters are used here to denote the 2-D dependency of the
quantities contrary to Section III. An electric vector poten-
tial T (r, z, t) = T (r, z, t)uφ and a magnetic scalar potential
Ω(φ, t) = F (t)φ/(2π) are considered such that the magnetic
field strength becomes H(r, z, t) = T (r, z, t) + ∇Ω(φ, t) =
(T (r, z, t) +Hs(r, t))uφ = H(r, z, t)uφ . The offset Hs(r, t)
= F (t)/(2πr) is inversely proportional to the radial coordi-
nate and equals the surface value of H when a homogeneous
Dirichlet condition is set for T on the surfaces of the sheet,
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F (t) = N1i(t) corresponding to the magnetomotive force cre-
ated by the primary winding.

Combining Ampere’s and Faraday’s laws in the axisymmetric
case yields

−∂
2T

∂z2 − ∂

∂r

(
1
r

∂ (rT )
∂r

)
+ σ

∂bhy (H)
∂t

= 0. (31)

Solution of (31) by the FE method would be straightforward if a
material model was available in the formB = bhy(H) and if the
current i(t) was used as the source to the problem. In our case,
however, the material model is available only in the inverse form
H = hhy(B), and we also need to use an integral condition for
B in order to supply the desired average flux density b0(t) as the
source to the FE problem. We thus choose B as an additional
variable and end up with a system

− ∂2T

∂z2 − ∂

∂r

(
1
r

∂ (rT )
∂r

)
+ σ

∂B

∂t
= 0 (32)

T +
F

2πr
= hhy (B) + cex

∣∣∣∣∂B∂t
∣∣∣∣
−0.5

∂B

∂t
(33)

1
d (rout − rin)

∫ d/2

−d/2

∫ rout

r in

Bdrdz = b0 . (34)

Equation (32) describes the field problem, while (33) enforces
the constitutive law, which includes the hysteresis and excess
losses. Equation (34) forces the average flux density b0(t) into
the sheet. From (32)–(34) the distributions of T and B and the
scalar-valued F can be solved for a given b0(t).

Equation (32) is discretized using test functions T̃ which
results into the weak form

∫ d/2

−d/2

∫ rout

r in

r

[
∂T̃

∂z

∂T

∂z
+

(
T̃

r
+
∂T̃

∂r

)(
T

r
+
∂T

∂r

)

+ σT̃
∂B

∂t

]
drdz = 0 (35)

and B is evaluated in the 2-D Gauss integration points. For sym-
metry reasons, only the upper half of the lamination 0 � z �
d/2 needs to be simulated. This upper half is divided into 890
quadratic triangular elements with 1969 nodes and three inte-
gration points per element. After the solution, the instantaneous
magnetization power and the eddy-current and excess losses are
averaged over the lamination volume V = π(r2

out − r2
in)d as

phy (t) =
2π
ρV

∫ rout

r in

∫ d/2

−d/2
rhhy (B)

∂B

∂t
dzdr (36)

pcl (t) =
2π
ρV σ

∫ rout

r in

∫ d/2

−d/2
r‖∇T‖2dzdr (37)

pex (t) =
2πcex

ρV

∫ rout

r in

∫ d/2

−d/2
r

∣∣∣∣∂B∂t
∣∣∣∣
1.5

dzdr. (38)

Time-averaged losses are obtained by averaging (36)–(38) over
a closed cycle of magnetization.

Fig. 8. Model for the PWM full-bridge converter supplying the inductor for
simulating the measurement conditions. In this case the deadtime is 300 ns and
maximum time-step length 150 ns.

VI. APPLICATION AND RESULTS

A. Supply Circuit and Time-Stepping

The Simulink inductor model is supplied by voltage u im-
posed over the input terminals 1 and 2 in Fig. 6. Sinusoidal
supply voltages and other waveforms can be straightforwardly
imposed by Simscape “Controlled voltage source”-blocks. In
order to replicate the measurement conditions for the toroidal
test inductor supplied with PWM voltages with deadtime, the
built-in converter models are used. Fig. 8 illustrates the imple-
mentation. The duty cycle D(t) is compared to a carrier wave
with frequency fs / 2 in the “PWM generator”-block and the ris-
ing edge of each generated pulse is delayed by the deadtime us-
ing the “On delay”-block. The built-in “Full-bridge converter”-
block is used for producing the PWM voltage which is fed to
the inductor model. It is emphasized that when the deadtime is
accounted for, the voltage u supplied to the inductor becomes
dependent on the current due to the load commutation during the
deadtime. Coupling the inductor model to a circuit simulator is
thus essential in order to account for the effects of the deadtime
on the losses.

The continuous-time solver ode45 was used in Simulink for
the time-integrations. However, for the Simscape Power Sys-
tems Specialized Technology blocks a discrete Backward-Euler
(BE) solver was applied. This was observed to greatly improve
the convergence. In the PWM simulations the maximum time-
step size for the ode45 solver and the fixed time-step of the BE
solver was set to 150 ns, corresponding to half of the 300 ns
deadtime.

B. Analytical Validation

The eddy-current model (13) has been validated in [24] by
comparison to a 1-D FE model. However, since the Simulink
implementation is rather complex, we quickly validate the
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Fig. 9. Validation of the eddy-current loss model implementation in Simulink
by comparing simulated energy-loss densities with n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 skin-
effect terms to (39) with and without X(x) at different frequencies of a sinusoidal
average flux density b0 (t). Finite-element simulation results are also shown.

implementation by comparing to an analytical eddy-current
loss model. The resistance and leakage inductance are set to
zero (R = Lσ = 0) so that the voltage becomes u(t) = AFeN1 ·
db0(t)/dt and thus we can obtain a sinusoidal b0(t) = bmax ·
sin(2πft) by imposing u(t) = 2πfAFeN1bmax · cos(2πft). If
the excess losses are omitted and the hysteretic relationship is re-
placed by a constant reluctivity ν so that hhy(b(z, t)) = νb(z, t),
the eddy-current loss density can be obtained analytically as

pcl =
σd2f 2π2

6ρ
b2maxX (x) withX (x) =

3
x

sinhx− sinx
coshx− cosx

(39)

where x = d(πfσ/ν)1/2 and term X(x) accounts for the skin
effect [37]. Fig. 9 compares the simulated energy-loss densities
pcl/f with a relative permeability of 1000 to (39) with and
without the X(x) term at bmax = 1 T and different fundamental
frequencies f. When the number of skin-effect terms in the flux-
density expansion (10) is n = 1, meaning that the skin-effect
is neglected, the simulated losses correspond accurately to (39)
without X(x). When n is increased, the losses approach (39) with
X(x), which validates the implementation. Results simulated
with the axisymmetric FE model under similar conditions are
also shown, and correspond well to the ones predicted by (39)
with X(x).

In [38], a theoretical expression is derived for the additional
PWM-induced eddy-current losses when changing from sinu-
soidal supply voltage u(t) = a · udc· cos (2πft) to full-bridge
PWM converter with duty cycle D(t) = a· sin(2πft)

Δpcl (a)
Δpcl

( 2
π

) = πa
(
1 − π

4
a
)
. (40)

The expression is normalized with the maximum occur-
ring at a = 2/π and yields the exact loss, provided again
that R = Lσ = 0, skin effect is neglected, and that the loss

Fig. 10. (a) Hysteresis, excess, and eddy-current losses at PWM and sinusoidal
supplies. (b) Comparison of the additional PWM-induced eddy-current loss to
the theoretical model (40).

occurring during one switching cycle is independent of the input
current value. The Simulink model was verified against (40), by
simulating the losses at fs = 5 kHz PWM supply and different
modulation indices a, and comparing these to sinusoidal supply.
The dc-link voltage was kept at udc = 9 V, the fundamental fre-
quency was f = 50 Hz, and the number of skin-effect terms was
n = 2. Fig. 10(a) shows the hysteresis, excess, and eddy-current
losses at different values of a under both sinusoidal and PWM
supplies. The sum of the hysteresis and excess losses remains
almost unchanged independent of the supply. The eddy-current
losses are smaller to the hysteresis losses due to the low fun-
damental frequency, but they are significantly affected by the
PWM supply. Fig. 10(b) shows the PWM-induced additional
eddy-current loss and compares this to (40), which has been
scaled to the same maximum as the simulated loss increase. The
simulation results correspond well to the theoretical model.

C. Comparison to Measurements

The developed Simulink model is next used to replicate the
measurement conditions for the toroidal test inductor. The duty
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Fig. 11. Simulated iron-loss densities with different switching frequencies
and different numbers of skin-effect terms n. (a) without deadtime and (b) with
deadtime of 300 ns. FE simulation results and measured losses with error in the
case of 300 ns deadtime are also shown.

cycleD(t) = a· sin(2πft) is a sinusoidal signal with a modula-
tion ratio of a = 0.5 and fundamental frequency of f = 50 Hz.
Switching frequencies ranging from fs = 5 to 500 kHz are con-
sidered. Like in the measurements, the value of the dc-link volt-
age is iterated until a flux-density amplitude of 1 T is reached.
The average flux-density waveforms b0(t) obtained from the
Simulink models are then used as sources to the 2-D FE prob-
lem. The same operation points are simulated over two full
cycles of b0(t) using a time-step of 300 ns, resulting in around
133 000 time steps in total. On average, one FE simulation takes
roughly 9 h. The Simulink runs take 40 –140 s for two cycles.

Fig. 11(a) shows the simulated iron-loss densities in the case
that deadtime is not considered and compares the results to the
measurements performed with a deadtime of 300 ns. Results
with different numbers of skin-effect terms n are shown. The
hysteresis losses are rather constant independently of the switch-
ing frequency and n. On the other hand, the eddy-current losses

Fig. 12. Simulated flux-density waveforms at 5, 50, 100, 300, and 500 kHz
switching frequencies both without and with deadtime when n = 3.

can be seen to be rather significantly affected by consideration of
the skin effect. When the skin effect is not considered (n = 1),
the eddy-current losses and total losses remain almost constant
when the switching frequency increases. However, when the
skin effect is accounted for, the eddy-current losses decrease
with increasing switching frequency. This effect is visible also
in the measurements below fs = 200 kHz. The difference be-
tween n = 2 and n = 3 is rather small. The eddy-current losses
simulated with the FE model show a slightly smaller decrease
as a function of the switching frequency. However, the overall
agreement between the Simulink and FE results is good.

The simulation results with 300 ns deadtime are shown in
Fig. 11(b). Up to fs = 200 kHz the simulated losses behave
very similarly to those in (a) and are thus not notably affected by
the deadtime. However, when the switching frequency exceeds
300 kHz, the eddy-current losses start increasing. The trend in
the total losses is rather similar to the measurements, which
seems to imply that the increase in the losses at high switching
frequencies is caused by the deadtime. However, a close look
at the simulated flux-density waveforms in Fig. 12 reveals that
the increase in the losses is caused by deforming flux-density
waveforms at high switching frequencies when the deadtime
is considered. Inspection of the current waveforms in Fig. 13
reveals that the deformation is caused by zero-current clamping
(ZCC), which occurs when the primary current drops to zero
during deadtime. When the current is zero and all switches are
open, there is no voltage which could change the current, which
thus remains zero until the deadtime is over. Fig. 13 also shows
that when deadtime is considered, the dc-link voltage has to be
increased to close to 20 V in order to maintain the flux-density
amplitude of 1 T.

The ZCC and the flux-density deformation were not observed
during the measurements, and the dc link voltage remained close
to 15 V at all switching frequencies. This might be due to the
parasitic capacitances, which were not accounted for in the sim-
ulations, but which may affect the behavior of the system during
the deadtime, as discussed in [39]. This is also suggested by the
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Fig. 13. Simulated primary current and voltage waveforms at 500 kHz switch-
ing frequency both without and with deadtime when n = 3. The insets show
the ZCC when the deadtime is accounted for.

fact that the measured input current total harmonic distortion
(THD) varies from 35 to 67%, increasing with the switching
frequency, while in the simulations the THD varies from 22 to
27%. In the measurements, the parasitic capacitances and fast
switching voltage transients lead to large current spikes and in-
crease the THD [34]. The ZCC and flux-density deformation
seem to occur in the measurements of [40] performed up to
190 kHz switching frequency on a different setup. In [40, Figs.
15 and 18], it can be seen that the dc link voltage increases
significantly with switching frequency and that the hysteresis
loop deforms when the field strength (and thus current) is close
to zero when 400 ns deadtime is used.

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

A novel implementation of hysteresis, eddy-current, and ex-
cess loss models for laminated magnetic cores in the MATLAB
/ Simulink environment was presented. The model can be easily
coupled to Simscape models for simulating inductors and trans-
formers coupled with complex power-electronics circuits. The
model can be used for designing and analyzing, for example,
LCL filters or inductors for dc/dc converters. Although a simple
single-reluctance model was used in this paper for the toroidal
test inductor, the model is not limited to such cases, but can be
used in any devices which can be modeled with reluctance net-
works. In case of toroids with a large width-to-diameter ratio,
several parallel flux paths might need to be considered.

The model was validated by replicating the measurement con-
ditions for the GaN FET -inverter supplied toroid in Simulink.
When the deadtime was accounted for in the simulations, the av-
erage difference between the measured and simulated losses was

3.3%. Taking into account that the iron-loss model was identi-
fied merely based on values and curves found from manufacturer
catalog data, and that the built-in Simulink blocks were used
to replicate the measurements, the agreement between the mea-
surement and simulation results can be considered good. Similar
losses were produced by the 2-D axisymmetric FE model.

Accounting for the skin effect of the eddy-currents was found
to be important in order to correctly model the decreasing eddy-
current losses when the switching frequency increased from 5 to
200 kHz. It appears that above 300 kHz switching frequency, the
ZCC causes deformation of the simulated flux density, which
was not observed during the measurements. The nonsinusoidal
shape of the flux density may lead to overestimation of the
iron losses. As discussed in [39], consideration of the parasitic
capacitances may be important to correctly model the behavior
of the system during the deadtime. This is an interesting topic for
future research. However, both the measurement and simulation
results presented in this paper imply that laminated-core toroids
are a feasible choice also for 100-kHz range switching frequency
applications since the losses are not significantly affected by the
switching frequency.

APPENDIX

Some details on the loss model parameter fitting based on the
manufacturer catalog [36] are discussed. The figure in [36, pp.
22 and 23] gives a typical core loss curve and the dc hysteresis
curve for 35H300. The dc hysteresis curve given at a peak flux
density of 1.5 T was first digitized from the pdf. The digitized
loop gives a static hysteresis loss of 0.0468 J/kg. However, if the
core loss curve given in [36, pp. 22] is divided by the frequency
and extrapolated to zero frequency, a static hysteresis loss of
why = 0.0360 J/ kg is obtained. This is about 23% lower than
predicted by the loop. In order to avoid overestimating the iron
losses, the field strength values obtained after digitizing the dc
hysteresis curves were reduced by 23% before implementing
them in the hysteresis model.

The total core loss at a frequency of f = 50 Hz and amplitude
bmax = 1.5 T was then interpolated from the curve of [36, pp.
22], and the eddy-current loss in this point was estimated ana-
lytically with (39) neglecting X(x). The excess loss coefficient
was then calculated as follows:

cex = ρ
ptot − whyf − σd2 f 2 π 2

6ρ b2max

(2πfbmax)
1.5 (41)

yielding cex = 0.314 W/ m3(s/ T)1.5 .
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